In this globalization era, many technological developments of new motorcycles that continue to change. And many brands of 2-wheeled vehicle emerging from Europe, America, Australia to Asia. The largest one is from Asia is a Honda. Honda started up in 1948 by issuing a model - a model type of bias motorcycle practically legendary. Soichiro struggle should be a reflection of how hard work it into a strong capital base with high dreams can make Soichiro as King Automotive in Asia.

Honda trip starting from the bottom up can be one of the world's largest automotive business is not a short trip but suffered a long journey. With this book could be a reference or discourse for knowledge about the history of Asia, therefore the existence of Honda book "From dreams to dream is one form of introduction to the history of Indonesian society. To introduce the history, the book is the perfect medium. The book has a character is eternal and inedible era, one benefit of the book is that it can tell us about the past. The book can also teach the discoveries made by experts.
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